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Age Rating
4+
Apps in this category do not contain restricted content.

9+
Apps in this category may contain mild or occasional cartoon, fantasy or real-life violence, as well as occasional or mild adult, sexually suggestive or horrifying content and may not be suitable for children under 9 years of age.

12+
Apps in this category may contain occasional mild indecent language, frequent or intense cartoon or real-life violence, minor or occasional adult or sexually suggestive material, and simulated gambling, and may be for children under 12 years of age.

17+
You must be at least 17 years old to access this App.
Apps in this category may contain frequent and intense offensive language; Frequent and intense cartoon, fantasy or realistic violence: frequent and intense adult, scary and sexually suggestive subjects: as well as sexual content, nudity, tobacco, alcohol and drugs, may not be suitable for children under 17 years of age.
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About Text Scanner [OCR] Pro
This is the best Text Scanner [OCR] Pro!

Highest Speed & Highest Quality in store!


Text Scanner [OCR] Pro is an app to recognise any text from an image or photo with 95% to 100% accuracy.

It turns your mobile phone to text scanner OCR.

Here OCR (Optical Character Recognition) technology is used to recognise text on image / photo.


When you access the URL or phone number written in magazines or brochures,

it's really hard to input the URL or phone number by the keyboard.

So please use Text Scanner [OCR] Pro!

Because it automatically recognize the characters from an image and photo taken by camera,

it's possible to access to the URL or phone number immediately!


When you record the memo written on the blackboard or white board,

it's very troublesome to transcript it by the keyboard.

Now you can do it very easily by Text Scanner [OCR] Pro!

It's possible to record contents immediately!


[Features of text scanner[OCR] pro]


* Extract any Text/Words On Image.

* Copy - Text on Screen, using screenshot image

* Crop image before OCR.

* Edit & Share OCR result.

* Search for words in saved scans.

● World highest speed reading

● World highest accuracy reading

● Support photos of your album

● Support directly photo from your camera.

● Support handwriting

● Recognized text, it is possible to perform the following operation

- URL access

- Telephone call

- Copy to clipboard

- Send e-mail

- Save to PDF file.

- You Can also edit and change and find some thing.

- etc...


Show More
Show Less





What's New in the Latest Version 1.0
Last updated on Apr 4, 2019


Version History
1.0
Apr 4, 2019
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Text Scanner [OCR] Pro FAQ
How to download Text Scanner [OCR] Pro if it’s not available in your country?





Click here to learn how to download Text Scanner [OCR] Pro in restricted country or region.


What's the minimum requirements to run Text Scanner [OCR] Pro?





Check the following list to see the minimum requirements of Text Scanner [OCR] Pro.
iPhone


iPad






What language does Text Scanner [OCR] Pro support?





Text Scanner [OCR] Pro supports English
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